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Abstract

Background: A microorganism is able to adapt to changes in its physicochemical or nutritional environment and
this is crucial for its survival. The yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, has developed mechanisms to respond to such
environmental changes in a rapid and effective manner; such responses may demand a widespread re-
programming of gene activity. The dynamics of the re-organization of the cellular activities of S. cerevisiae in
response to the sudden and transient removal of either carbon or nitrogen limitation has been studied by
following both the short- and long-term changes in yeast’s transcriptomic profiles.

Results: The study, which spans timescales from seconds to hours, has revealed the hierarchy of metabolic and
genetic regulatory switches that allow yeast to adapt to, and recover from, a pulse of a previously limiting nutrient.
At the transcriptome level, a glucose impulse evoked significant changes in the expression of genes concerned
with glycolysis, carboxylic acid metabolism, oxidative phosphorylation, and nucleic acid and sulphur metabolism. In
ammonium-limited cultures, an ammonium impulse resulted in the significant changes in the expression of genes
involved in nitrogen metabolism and ion transport. Although both perturbations evoked significant changes in the
expression of genes involved in the machinery and process of protein synthesis, the transcriptomic response was
delayed and less complex in the case of an ammonium impulse. Analysis of the regulatory events by two different
system-level, network-based approaches provided further information about dynamic organization of yeast cells as
a response to a nutritional change.

Conclusions: The study provided important information on the temporal organization of transcriptomic
organization and underlying regulatory events as a response to both carbon and nitrogen impulse. It has also
revealed the importance of a long-term dynamic analysis of the response to the relaxation of a nutritional
limitation to understand the molecular basis of the cells’ dynamic behaviour.

Background
The ability of a microorganism to adapt changes in its
physicochemical (e.g. temperature [1], pH [2]) or nutri-
tional [3,4] environment is crucial for its survival. The
yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, has developed mechan-
isms to respond to such environmental changes in a
rapid and effective manner; such responses may demand
a widespread re-programming of gene activity [2,5].
Among other transcription factors, Msn2p and Msn4p
regulate the expression of ~200 genes in response to
several stresses, including heat shock, osmotic shock,
oxidative stress, low pH, glucose starvation, sorbic acid

and high ethanol concentrations [6]. This is especially
true of changes in the nutrient environment and the
ability to sense and respond to changes in nutrient avail-
ability is essential for cells from both unicellular and
multicellular organisms. Glucose is the most abundant
monosaccharide on earth and is the preferred carbon
source for most organisms and, accordingly, changes in
glucose availability often have profound consequences in
many types of cell [7]. A negative regulator of the glu-
cose-sensing signal transduction pathway, Mth1p, is
required for repression of transcription by Rgt1p. Mth1p
interacts with Rgt1p and the glucose sensors Snf3p and
Rgt2p to play one of the key regulatory roles in response
to the amount of available glucose in the environment
[8]. Gcr1p and Gcr2p are transcription factors that acti-
vate genes involved in glycolysis, and are also among
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the major regulators mediating carbon catabolite repres-
sion [9]. The introduction of glucose to a culture of S.
cerevisiae cells growing by respiration evokes changes at
both the level of gene expression and of metabolism,
with several proteins being activated or deactivated and
gene expression being completely re-programmed to
accommodate the switch from respiration to fermenta-
tion. Many transcriptional regulators are involved in the
process including the HAP complex, which is a tran-
scriptional activator and a global regulator of respiratory
gene expression [10]. Carbon catabolite repression
down-regulates the expression of genes that encode
enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis, the Krebs cycle,
respiration, mitochondrial development, and the utiliza-
tion of carbon sources other than glucose, fructose or
mannose [11]. While the main effect of glucose is
exerted at the transcriptional level [12], changes in
mRNA and protein stability are also involved in the pro-
cess [13,14].
Ammonium assimilation in yeast occurs through its

incorporation into glutamate, the source of nearly 80%
of all cellular nitrogen [15]. Growth on ammonium
causes a decrease in the activities of the enzymes used
to assimilate less favourable nitrogen sources. This phe-
nomenon is termed nitrogen catabolite repression,
although the effect is not as well characterised as its car-
bon counterpart, particularly with respect to sudden
changes in ammonium availability. Much less is known
of the cellular response to sudden changes in the con-
centration of ammonium or other nitrogen sources
available to the cell. A complex regulatory scheme is
invoked in diploid yeast cells when they are deprived of
nitrogen, this can result in pseudohyphal growth, a pro-
cess regulated by a set of transcriptional activators and
repressors including Phd1p, Hms1p, Mga1p and Msn1p
[16]. It should be noted that, while ammonium is not
one of the most preferred nitrogen sources for S. cerevi-
siae, the yeast grows well on ammonium and its pre-
sence evokes nitrogen catabolite repression [17].
Ammonium is taken via two high-affinity permeases
(Mep1p and Mep2p) as well as by a low-affinity per-
mease (Mep3p). The expression of the GDH1, GLN1,
and GAP1 genes is regulated by the concentration of
ammonium present in the growth medium [17,18]. The
expression of nitrogen-regulated genes is controlled by
both positively (Gln3p and Nil1p) and negatively acting
proteins (Nil2p and Dal80p). In addition, it has been
shown that the TOR kinases play an essential role in
preventing the expression of nitrogen-regulated genes
[17], and they probably have an important integrative
role.
Several investigations of the transient responses of

yeast metabolism to a sudden change in nutritional
availability have been carried out. Kresnowati et al. [3]

have investigated the transient short-term transcriptome
and metabolome response of yeast cells to glucose per-
turbation in chemostats and have indicated that both
the transcriptomic and metabolomic changes mediate
two kinds of response - one concerned with the transi-
tion from fully respiratory to respiro-fermentative meta-
bolism and the other with the increase in growth rate
that is the consequence of an increase in nutrient sup-
ply. Ronen and Botstein [4] have investigated the transi-
ent transcriptional response to switching carbon sources
between galactose and glucose and concluded that
experimental designs that involve short-term transient
perturbations may be useful in understanding dynamic
metabolic regulatory networks. The transient response
to nitrogen catabolite repression was investigated by
introducing an ammonium pulse into a glutamine-lim-
ited culture [18] and showed that the ammonium-
induced repression was not due to a generalised stress
response but, instead, represented a specific signal for
nitrogen catabolite regulation. The effect of sulphate or
phosphate limitation in the growth medium, together
with uracil and leucine deficiency, was also investigated
and it has been deduced that the cells adjust their
growth rate to nutrient availability and maintain home-
ostasis in the same way in both batch and steady-state
conditions [19].
In this study, the dynamic re-organization of yeast’s

cellular activity was analyzed by following the short- and
long-term transcriptomic response to a sudden relaxa-
tion of either carbon and nitrogen limitation by an
impulse of glucose or ammonium, respectively. The
experimental design was such that the specific perturba-
tion was uniquely introduced into an otherwise carefully
controlled environment. Thus a glucose impulse was
given to a steady-state glucose-limited culture and an
ammonium impulse to a corresponding ammonium-lim-
ited steady-state culture. The response of the yeast cells
was monitored at the transcriptomic level until the
steady state was re-established. Thus the time-scale of
this investigation ranged from seconds to hours, allow-
ing the elucidation of both the metabolic and regulatory
switches that enable yeast cells to adapt to, and recover
from, a transient change in nutrient availability. We
believe that this study makes a significant contribution
to our understanding of nutritional control in yeast
since the response is studied over both short and long
time-scales for two different nutrients under well-con-
trolled physiological conditions.

Results and discussion
The immediate, as well as the adaptive (long-term),
response to the release from nutritional limitation, fol-
lowed by the system’s slow return to the nutrient-lim-
ited steady state was investigated using a systems
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biology approach. Glucose (as a carbon source) and
ammonium (as a nitrogen source) were injected into
their respective nutrient-limited cultures in two matched
fermenters operated in fully controlled chemostat mode.
Samples for transcriptome analysis were taken at differ-
ent time intervals, ranging from seconds to hours, until
the culture had reached a second steady state.

Correlation analyses of genome-wide expression profiles
The change in the transcriptional programme of S. cere-
visiae upon suddenly switching to a surplus of a single,
previously limiting, nutrient was first investigated by
comparing the array data to the preceding glucose- or
ammonium-limited steady state using Pearson correla-
tion coefficients. Introduction of glucose into the limit-
ing medium was observed to have a pronounced and
immediate effect, with a continuous decrease in correla-
tion until the 16th minute after the injection, transcript
levels determined in later samples were found to be
more correlated with those observed at the first steady

state (Figure 1). In contrast, the transcriptional response
of the ammonium-limited cells to an ammonium
impulse was more subtle, with the Pearson correlation
coefficient between each sample and that from the pre-
ceding steady state always >0.95 (Figure 1). It had been
reported previously that carbon limitation evoked a
more profound transcriptional response from yeast than
other limitation for other primary nutrients, i.e. nitro-
gen, sulphur or phosphorus [20,21].
The gravimetrically determined biomass values and

the optical densities at two steady states that were
approximately 100 hr apart indicated that a significant
change (loss or gain) of fitness was not detected (p-
value > 0.01). The correlation between the expression
profiles of two steady states was determined to be the
highest among the individual profiles at each time point
and the first steady state. There are ca. 50 generations
between collecting the initial sample in the first steady
state and the final sample in the second steady state.
Thus, these observations indicate that spontaneous
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Figure 1 Correlation analysis of genome-wide transcriptional response. Each data point corresponds, on the x-axis, to samples collected at
20 sec, 40 sec, 60 sec, 8 min, 16 min, 24 min, 32 min, 1 hr, 2 hr, 3 hr, 4 hr, 5 hr, 7 hr, 2nd steady state after release from the nutrient limitation
represented by the 1st steady state. The y-axis corresponds to the measure of correlation between the specific time point indicated in the x-axis
and the 1st steady state using Pearson correlation as the distance metric.
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mutations during the course of fermentation are not a
significant confounding factor population and so justify
a detailed investigation of the transient response of the
transcriptome.

Temporal organization of the global transcriptional
response
Correlation analysis of the transcriptome data from cells
released from glucose limitation groups samples taken
within the first hour following the glucose impulse and
separates them from the samples from the later time
points. More detailed analysis allows a further partition-
ing of these two main temporal clusters. The response
observed in the first minute, the first hour, the first
three hours, and the rest of the sampling times follow-
ing the glucose impulse were found to be clustered into
distinct groups, the last of which had very similar tran-
scriptome profile to that of the preceding glucose-lim-
ited steady state. This clustering analysis revealed that
the transcriptional responses obtained in the first min-
ute were quite similar as was the case for the response
in the first hour. Following the first hour, the transcrip-
tional response was observed to be moving towards that
of the steady states (Figure 2A).
The release from ammonium limitation, by providing

an ammonium impulse, revealed a very different tran-
scriptional response to that observed upon release from
glucose limitation, in that the re-programming of gene
expression started later and took longer both to com-
plete and to return to the steady-state profile. Thus, the
transcriptome profile recorded 20 sec. after the ammo-
nium impulse was not significantly different to that of
the preceding steady state. The profiles of cells collected
40 and 60 sec post-impulse were clustered with those
from the 8 and 16 min samples and were still closely
related to the steady state. The main impact of the
ammonium impulse on gene transcription is seen in the
period between 24 min. and 3 h. post-impulse, while the
period 4-7 h. post-impulse represents a slow return to
the steady-state profile (Figure 2B).
The individual temporal transcriptional profiles were

also clustered via self-organizing maps to distinguish
the general dynamic trends in transcriptional response
of yeast cells, growing in either glucose- or ammo-
nium-limiting chemostats at steady state, to a glucose
or ammonium impulse. The transcriptome profiles fall
into 81 clusters in the response to glucose perturbation
and 49 clusters in that to ammonium perturbation
(taking into account confidence intervals about the
centroids). The impact of the impulse can be expected
to last for 7 h at a dilution rate, D = 0.1 h-1 (Figure 3).
This figure will be the same for both the glucose and
the ammonium impulses and mid-length and longer-
term responses were observed at similar times for both

perturbations. However the short-term responses to
the two impulses differed markedly. The short-term
response to the ammonium impulse started later and
was more prolonged than that to glucose. Moreover,
the ammonium impulse triggered an oscillatory, rather
than a sustained response in some of the transcript
levels.

Genes showing a significant change in expression level in
response to the nutrient impulses
Gene ontology (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000)
biological process terms associated with genes showing
a significant change in their transcript levels in response
to a nutrient impulse are shown in Table 1.
Response to the glucose impulse
A glucose impulse was found to elicit significant
changes in the transcript levels of 372 genes which are
associated with the following biological process terms:
‘carboxylic acid metabolic processes’; ‘aspartate, gluta-
mine, methionine and serine family amino acid meta-
bolic processes’; ‘purine metabolic processes’; ‘glycolysis’;
‘oxidative phosphorylation’; ‘alcohol catabolic processes’;
‘energy-coupled proton transport’ (Table 1) (Additional
file 1). Kresnowati et al. [3] studied the changes in tran-
script levels during the first 6 min following a glucose
impulse and have also reported significant changes in
transcript levels belonging to energy, purine ribonucleo-
tide, amino-acid metabolism, and signal transduction
functional categories in the MIPS classification as a
short-term response to shifting from glucose limitation
to conditions where glucose was in excess.
Transcripts that showed a significant response to the

glucose impulse were placed into 8 co-responding clus-
ters (c0 to c7; Figure 4A) using self-organizing maps [22]
(Additional file 2). Six of these clusters could be asso-
ciated with a biological process GO term. Glucose stimu-
lated the expression of 138 genes significantly associated
with ‘translation’ term and the maximum response was
recorded within the first hour following the impulse (c0
and c4). For 33 genes, the increase in their transcript
levels occurred later, reaching its highest level in the last
three hours (c2, Figure 4A); this cluster was enriched for
genes associated with the term ‘glycolysis’. A group of
transcripts significantly enriched with in carboxylic acid
metabolic processes were immediately down-regulated
with excess glucose in the fermentation medium, the
expression levels slowly recovering to the initial carbon-
limited state after the first 10 minutes following the glu-
cose pulse (c3). The glucose impulse also rendered the
expression of genes associated with aerobic respiration
low in the first half-hour after pulse. During this period
of excess glucose, the expression of oxidative phosphory-
lation genes, including the ATP synthesis pathway, were
found to be down-regulated after the first minute
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following the perturbation (c7). This result is also in good
agreement with the observation that gene clusters exhi-
biting a significant enrichment in energy and metabolism
MIPS functional categories were down-regulated imme-
diately (within 120-210 seconds) after a glucose pulse [3].
Introduction of glucose also immediately stimulated

the expression of genes associated with the sulphate
assimilation pathway (c5) but, as the glucose levels

started to decline again, the genes associated with this
pathway were down-regulated gradually after the first
hour and later recovered to levels similar to that of the
preceding steady state. Expression of genes for transcrip-
tion factors related to sulphur metabolism were also up-
regulated within 5 minutes following the introduction of
glucose [3]. This is most likely to be associated with
methylation, reflecting the huge demand for the post-

Figure 2 Hierarchical clustering of the dynamics of liberation from glucose limitation (A, B) and from ammonia limitation (C, D). The
clustering of the time points (A) and the genes (B) for carbon catabolite repression and the clustering of the time points (C) and the genes (D)
for nitrogen catabolite repression are presented from top to bottom of the Figure. The clustering of the genes resulted in two major clusters (B)
in the case of carbon catabolite repression (indicated in red and blue) and three major clusters (D) in the case of nitrogen catabolite repression;
a similarity distance of 0.5 was used as the threshold. with the selected distance metric, as the Pearson correlation coefficient. The individual
time points in the dynamic scale arranged into clusters forming distinct phases in which the transcriptome response was observed to be similar.
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transcriptional processing of rRNA to sustain the transi-
ently boosted growth rate.
The transcripts in clusters c1 and c6 (Figure 4A) dis-

played a sustained response of either up-(c1) or down-
regulation (c6) throughout the experiment after the

introduction of the glucose pulse. However, analysis of
the genes in these clusters failed to reveal their signifi-
cant (p-value < 10-4) enrichment for any GO biological
process category. Among the genes in c1 (the cluster
displaying sustained up-regulation following the glucose
impulse) were a sub-group of transcripts that were
related to methylation: SAM1 and SAM2, whose pro-
ducts are S-adenosylmethionine synthetases. It has pre-
viously been reported that an increase in growth rate
requires Sam1p, and further increases results in yet
more demand for methyl donors to sustain rRNA modi-
fication, also requiring higher levels of Sam2p, a close
homolog of Sam1p [20]. This supports the idea that the
initial stimulation of the expression of genes concerned
with sulphur metabolism is associated with the
increased demand for methyl donors. Five members of
the ‘alcohol catabolic’ process, namely PFK1, PFK2,
ENO2, TKL1 and CTS1 were also members of the up-
regulated cluster c1. Cluster 6 contains genes that dis-
played sustained down-regulation following the glucose
impulse and included several amino-acid metabolism
genes: CIT2, CPA2, IDP2, ARG1 and CPA1 in the gluta-
mine family amino-acid metabolic process; LYS20,
LYS21, LYS9 and HOM3 in the aspartate family amino
acid metabolic process; HOM3, CYS4 and FPR1 in

Figure 3 Dilution of pulse. Changes in the concentration of the
limiting nutrient supplemented by an impulse in the chemostat as
modelled by an ordinary differential equation. The cellular uptake of
the nutrient for cellular growth and maintenance requirements was
excluded from the model. The actual dynamics of the biomass
concentration within the growth vessel is also provided. Two
different scales are used on the y-axis for biomass and nutrient
concentrations.

Table 1 Gene Ontology (GO) Annotations to Differentially Expressed Genes

Significantly Associated Process
GO Term

p-value Fraction of Differentially Expressed Subset
Associated with the GO Term

Fraction of Transcriptome Associated
with the GO Term

Carbon Catabolite Repression

Carboxylic metabolic processes 4.07 × 10-21 74/372 344/6353

Aspartate family amino acid
metabolic processes

1.09 × 10-6 17/372 48/6353

Glutamine family amino acid
metabolic processes

2.35 × 10-4 11/372 27/6353

Methionine family amino acid
metabolic processes

1.69 × 10-3 10/372 26/6353

Serine family amino acid metabolic
processes

9.85 × 10-3 13/372 37/6353

Purine metabolic processes 2.37 × 10-9 17/372 35/6353

Glycolysis 4.20 × 10-8 13/372 22/6353

Oxidative phosphorylation 4.79 × 10-8 18/372 46/6353

Alcohol catabolic processes 1.19 × 10-7 19/372 54/6353

Energy coupled proton transport 3.81 × 10-7 11/372 17/6353

Nitrogen Catabolite Repression

glycolysis 3.95 × 10-16 15/369 22/6353

gluconeogenesis 5.85 × 10-6 9/369 15/6353

Proton transport 8.02 × 10-6 11/369 21/6353

Oxidative phosphorylation 2.98 × 10-4 14/369 46/6353

Aspartate family amino acid
metabolic process

5.38 × 10-4 14/369 48/6353

Amino acid and derivative
metabolic process

4.19 × 10-3 36/369 273/6353
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homoserine metabolic process, as well as four members
of the nicotinamide nucleotide metabolic process, PYC1,
PYC2, ADH2 and ALD4.
Interestingly, the transcript levels of genes for glucose

transporters did not go through any major change in
response to a sudden shift from glucose-limited to glu-
cose-abundant conditions. Expression of the high-affi-
nity glucose transporters would be expected to be fully
derepressed during the preceding glucose-limited steady
state. However, of the genes encoding high-affinity glu-
cose-repressible hexose transporters, only HXT7 dis-
played a significant down-regulation in the level of its

transcript immediately following the pulse. Transcript
levels for the other three genes encoding high-affinity
glucose transporters (HXT2, HXT4, and HXT7) are up-
regulated from 1 h post-impulse as the glucose concen-
tration in the growth medium starts to fall.
Published values [23] for the poly (A) tail lengths of

all mRNA molecules were checked in order to identify
any possible differences in mRNA degradation since no
direct measurement was available. The down-regulated
transcripts were not found to be significantly enriched
with short poly (A) tails neither for carbon or nitrogen
catabolite repression with the distribution of poly (A)

Figure 4 Clustering of Significantly Expressed Transcripts in Glucose (A) or Ammonium (B) Perturbations. The self-organization of the
dynamic response of the differentially expressed transcripts around a 2 × 4 arrangement of 8 imaginary points in space in the case of carbon
catabolite repression and a 3 × 3 arrangement of 9 imaginary points in space in the case of nitrogen catabolite repression are presented. The
cluster number is indicated in the top left corner of each cell. The number of genes in each cluster, which is formed around the imaginary
points in space with an acceptable confidence interval, is indicated in the top centre and each red square represents a time point. The blue and
yellow curves represent the confidence interval around the centroids.
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tail length among up-and down-regulated transcripts
appearing to be random. Since the shortest mRNA half-
lives in yeast were in the range of 3 to 6 minutes [24],
even the transcripts of the samples taken within the first
minute are likely to be the result of an increase in tran-
scription activity rather than an effect of mRNA
degradation.
Response to the ammonium impulse
Relieving nitrogen limitation in the fermentation with an
ammonium impulse resulted in significant changes in
the transcription levels of 369 genes (Additional file 3).
The members of this gene set are significantly enriched
for GO bioprocess annotations associated with: ‘central
carbon metabolism’, including ‘glycolysis’; ‘gluconeogen-
esis’; ‘proton transport’ and ‘oxidative phosphorylation’;
as well as amino acid production pathways, such as
‘aspartate family amino acid metabolic process’ and
‘amino acid and derivative metabolic process’ (Table 1).
A similar clustering of genes with a significant change

in their transcript levels following the ammonium
impulse, using self-organizing maps, produced 9 groups
with bioprocess GO terms that can be significantly asso-
ciated with each subset (Figure 4B) (Additional file 4). It
was observed that the cells respond to the ammonium
impulse more slowly than they do to a carbon impulse.
Down-regulation of the transcripts clustered in c0

started after the first minute displaying a sharp decrease
in the expression levels after the first hour. This cluster
was significantly enriched for glycolytic genes whose
expression levels recovered towards the second steady
state. Another cluster (c1), which was also significantly
enriched with glycolytic genes, exhibited a delayed up-
regulated transcriptional profile. This indicated that
recovery from nitrogen limitation allowed the yeast cells
also to utilize glucose better, thus resulting in down-reg-
ulation of glycolytic genes in mid-length response peri-
ods and then an up-regulation towards the cessation of
the effect of the pulse as the re-establishment of high
glucose concentrations resulted in the cells switching
back into fermentative metabolism. Clusters significantly
enriched with oxidative phosphorylation and trans-
membrane ion transport processes were observed to dis-
play a down-regulation trend having the most distinct
down-regulation between the 3rd and the 5th hours,
recovering towards the second steady state (c2 and c4,
respectively). This might have been due to the presence
of excess glucose repressing respiration-related events
during this latter period.
The transient abundance of ammonium led to an up-

regulation of genes concerned with the process, and reg-
ulation, of translation. This up-regulated expression pro-
file was displayed at the minute and hour timescales in
c2, c5, c7, and c8. Clusters that were significantly
enriched with ‘translation process’ terms (c5, c7 and c8)

were also significantly enriched for ‘cellular biosynthetic
process’ (p-value < 10-25 (c2, c5), and p-value < 10-37

(c8)), which indicated an up-regulation of growth-
related events following a release from ammonium lim-
itation. The induction of growth also required a higher
demand for the methylation of tRNAs and rRNAs. The
expression level of SAM1 in c2 was also observed to be
up-regulated as is the case for the glucose impulse.
The expression levels of transcripts that were enriched

with ‘cation transport process’ were sharply turned off
around the first hour following the pulse (c4). Among
the members of this cluster, an ammonium permease,
Mep2p, works in conjunction with Pmp1p, Pmp3p and
Pma1p to facilitate the trans-membrane transport of the
slightly acidic ammonium during the uptake of the
nitrogen source. This might have been due to the fast
consumption of ammonium at that time, altering the
intracellular pH, which resulted in the down-regulation
of the relevant genes, only to be up-regulated again at
later time points.

Dynamic transcriptional reprogramming of the cell during
the transition created by a nutrient impulse
Temporal organization of dynamic regulatory events
within the transcriptional response of yeast cells to a
nutrient impulse was investigated using two different
systems-based approaches, namely Dynamic Regulatory
Event Miner (DREM) [25] and Negative Positive Net-
work Analysis (NP) [26]. A hidden-input/hidden-output
Markov model integration of protein-DNA interactions
and dynamic transcriptome data has been used in the
Dynamic Regulatory Events Miner for identifying bifur-
cation events in the time series, where sets of genes
which previously had roughly similar expression level
diverge under the regulation of transcription factors that
are selectively responsible for the controlling the expres-
sion of a certain subset of genes. A network-based mod-
ular approach was adapted to incorporate dynamic
transcriptome data with protein-protein and protein-
DNA interactions in the Negative-Positive Network
Analysis in order to identify modular activity in
response to catabolite repression.
DREM analysis
The dynamic programming of the cells in response to
nitrogen and carbon catabolite repression was identified
using DREM [25]. The dynamic reprogramming of the
cells in response to a perturbation causing a change in
nutrient availability exhibits a more complex pattern
when carbon limitation is relieved than when ammo-
nium was added to nitrogen-limited culture.
Disturbing the glucose-limited system with an

impulse-like addition of glucose resulted in a quadruple
bifurcation (Figure 5A). Regulators of glucose-sensing
signal transduction (Mth1p), stress conditions (Msn2p
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and Msn4p), respiration (Hap2p), and early meiosis
(Swi4p and Ume6p) were significantly responsible for
this split. The transcripts in the upper up-regulated
branch were significantly associated with microtubule-
associated complex while the ones in the lower up-regu-
lated branch were associated with tRNA modification. It

has been reported previously that autophagosomes are
attached to microtubules for their delivery to the
vacuole and autophagocytosis is significantly stimulated
during nutrient deprivation [27]. Release from glucose
limitation may have thus caused a re-programming of
the genes associated with these processes. A further
bifurcation occurred at the 32nd minute with the upper
set of transcripts being significantly enriched for the ER
membrane component while the expression of genes
constituting the lower part were significantly enriched
with proteasome complex. Autophagosome formation
was also previously reported to be associated with the
ER membrane [28]. The transcripts in the lower down-
regulated branch were enriched for ‘aerobic respiration’
while those in the upper down-regulated branch were
enriched for retrograde transport process. A new set of
bifurcations was observed at the 32nd minute following
the glucose induction. Ino4p; a transcription factor
required for de-repression of inositol-choline-regulated
genes involved in phospholipid synthesis was responsible
for this onset of a late response in the upper down-
regulated branch. Following this split, the transcripts
found in the upper division were significantly enriched
for G1-specific transcription in the mitotic cell cycle
process while the genes in the lower division were
enriched for the retrograde transport process. Although
an association of the ER membrane and the proteasome
complex could be established, the relationship between
retrograde transport and aerobic respiration as well as
the G1-specific transcription in the mitotic cell cycle
still remains unclear and requires further investigation
(Table 2).
Pulse injection of ammonium sulphate into fermenta-

tion medium resulted in a bifurcation of transcripts into
up-regulated and down-regulated branches (Figure 5B).
However, the observed response was delayed for 20 sec-
onds, similar to what has been observed by the hierarchi-
cal clustering of the 20th second time point with the
steady state samples. A single transcription factor, Gcr2p;
glycolysis regulatory protein, was significantly responsible
for the split of the up-regulated branch with transcripts
significantly enriched for ribosome biogenesis and assem-
bly. Five transcription factors four of which were related
to nitrogen starvation and pseudohyphal growth directly
(Hms1p, Mga1p, Msn1p and Phd1p), as well as another
transcription factor activating respiratory gene expression
and a member of the complex facilitating the cross-path-
way regulation of carbon and nitrogen metabolisms [28];
Hap2p were significantly associated with the down-regu-
lated branch of transcripts which were enriched for ion
trans-membrane transport (Table 2).
NP analysis
Genes, whose expression response to an environmental
perturbation was either correlated or anti-correlated, are

Figure 5 Identification of bifurcation points in the case of
carbon catabolite repression (A), or nitrogen catabolite
repression (B). Dynamic regulatory map based on time-series gene
expression data and interaction data that associates transcription
factors with the genes they regulate, highlighting bifurcation events
in the time series. Transcription factors selectively responsible for
the regulation a certain subset of genes causing these bifurcations
are also shown in the Figure. Each time point on the x-axis
corresponds to the 1st steady state, 20 sec, 40 sec, 60 sec, 8 min, 16
min, 24 min, 32 min, 1 hr, 2 hr, 3 hr, 4 hr, 5 hr, 7 hr post-impulse
and the 2nd steady state attained following release from limitation.
The major paths and splits in the time series data were constructed
by the genes that are assigned to these paths through the model.
Each node is associated with a Gaussian distribution determining its
y-axis location on the map. The area of a node is proportional to
the standard deviation from the Gaussian distribution. A relatively
small node implied the expression of the genes going through that
node will be tightly centered around the node. Bright green nodes
represent split nodes, from which multiple paths diverge.
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more likely to take role in the same processes [29]. In
order to identify the biological phenomena underlying
the transient changes observed during carbon and nitro-
gen catabolite repression, NP analysis was conducted
(Additional file 5). The interaction networks consisting
only of the nodes, whose expression profiles are either
negatively or positively correlated, for carbon (C-NP)
and nitrogen (N-NP) catabolite repression indicated that
although an approximately similar number of correlated
edges were present in both networks, a smaller number
of anti-correlated edges were observed in the case of the
N-NP network (Table 3). Both networks were enriched
in the number of transcription factors (TF), thus in the
amount of regulatory information.
The reduced networks were then organised into mod-

ules of correlated clusters based on the dynamic expres-
sion profiles of the genes such that less than 1% intra-
cluster anti-correlated links were allowed in the clusters
(modules). The C-NP network was observed to split into
four modules namely; P, M, S and D. The average gene
expression profiles for the clusters indicated an anti-cor-
relation among modules P-M, P-D and S-M and a posi-
tive correlation was observed among the cluster pairs P-S
and D-M, as well as among D-S (Figure 6). Due to the
highly co-expressed nature of the N-NP network, only
two modules were identified and the percentage of anti-

correlated edges between the two modules was only 35%
indicating that the genes in these two modules were
operating in concert rather than in an opposite manner.
Since these two clusters acted as a single global module,
the N-NP network was excluded from further analysis.
The modules in the C-NP network were analysed for

their enrichment in GO process terms using the detection
parameter (dp). The genes in module P were enriched
with growth-related GO process whereas the genes in
module M were enriched in energy metabolism and redox
metabolism. The smallest module, S, has more significant
annotations to GO terms related to cellular proliferation
and module D was related to transport and trafficking in
the cell (Table 4). The indirect associations that would be
determined by GO_slim terminology allowed the identifi-
cation of the unknown biological process GO_slim term
in module M with a cluster frequency of 19.9%. Growth
was induced by the glucose impulse and a noticeable set
of unknown-genes was reported to be down-regulated
under this condition. Similar case reports of down-regula-
tion of unknown genes in increasing growth conditions
[20,30] indicate that these unknown genes require further
investigation in terms of fitness phenotype.
The transcription factors among the module interface

genes, which had inter-modular interactions with genes
from other modules, were investigated in terms of their
significance in inter-modular communication. 28 out of
32 transcription factors in module P were interface
genes that were interacting with module D, indicating
the importance of inter-modular regulation of cellular
growth and cellular trafficking. Growth and energy
metabolism, on the other hand were observed not to
possess enriched regulatory communication. Rather, the
regulation of cellular trafficking enabled the indirect
communication between these two processes. Only two
TFs were identified in Module S, which was associated
with cellular proliferation and none were identified as
interface genes.

Table 2 Gene Ontology Enrichment of Transcripts Following Bifurcation

Branch of Down-regulated Transcripts Branch of Up-regulated Transcripts

Case Bifurcation Controlling
TFs

Process Gene Ontology
Terms

p-value Bifurcation Controlling
TFs

Process Gene
Ontology Terms

p-value

Carbon Catabolite
Repression

Mth1p, Msn2p, Msn4p,
Hap2p, Swi4p, Ume6p

ion trans-membrane
transporter activity

5.3 × 10-5 Mth1p, Msn2p, Msn4p,
Hap2p, Swi4p, Ume6p

Endoplasmic
reticulum
membrane

4.7 × 10-5

G1-specific transcription
in mitotic cell cycle

5.0 × 10-3 Microtubule
associated complex

2.8 × 10-3

aerobic respiration 8.4 × 10-5 tRNA modification 1.0 × 10-3

retrograde transport 8.1 × 10-3 Proteasome
complex

1.3 × 10-3

Nitrogen
Catabolite
Repression

Hms1p, Mga1p, Msn1p,
Phd1p, Hap2p

ion trans-membrane
transport

5.9 × 10-3 Gcr2p ribosome
biogenesis and
assembly

2.9 × 10-3

Table 3 Network reduction via NP-analysis

Number of Reference
network

C-NP
network

N-NP
network

Nodes 5539 3419 2016

Edges 59784 12286 9164

Co-regulated
edges
(PCC>0.7)

- 8762 8868

Anti-regulated
edges
(PCC<-0.7)

- 3524 296
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Conclusions
We have examined, over both short and long time-
scales, the dynamic re-organization of gene expression
in S. cerevisiae cells in response to a sudden relaxation
of either carbon or nitrogen limitation using a system-
based integrative approach. The observation of the gen-
ome-wide response at both levels, in a wide-ranging

time span from seconds to hours, revealed metabolic
and regulatory switches of yeast cells to adapt to and
recover from an impulse-like perturbation.
The transcriptional response to impulse like addition

of glucose was immediate whereas the response to
ammonium was delayed for approximately 20 seconds.
A larger change in the magnitude of expression of

Figure 6 Investigation of the C-NP network. The modules P, M, S and D as determined by hierarchical clustering taking inter-cluster anti-
correlated links into consideration (A), average dynamic expression profiles of the clusters (B), average inter-modular PCC values (C). The nodes
in (C) indicate the modules with the number of genes in each module presented in the nodes. The edges indicate correlation (green dashed)
and anti-correlation (red solid); the correlation coefficients are provided in parentheses.
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differentially transcribed genes was observed in response
to carbon catabolite repression than to nitrogen catabo-
lite repression. The transcriptional response was time-
scale dependent. The response to glucose perturbation
was different in the first minute, the first hour, the early

hours and the late hours post-impulse both from the
glucose-limited steady-state expression levels and from
each other. On the other hand, the 20 seconds delay in
response to ammonium perturbation caused a shift in
the timescale with the remaining seconds-scale samples
responding in a similar fashion to those from the early
minutes, and the remaining minutes-scale samples
responding in a similar fashion to those from the early
hours.
The temporal distribution of priority of the biological

processes was observed from the expression levels of the
genes that were significantly associated with these pro-
cesses. The most immediate response to the impulse-
like addition of glucose was observed as the immediate
down-regulation of the respiration-related transcripts
within the first minute of induction. The up-regulation
of growth-related transcripts that were significantly
associated with translation and sulphate assimilation
processes followed this response, reaching a maximum
level of expression within the first half hour post-
impulse, indicating that the increased demand for
methyl donors, which are required for translational
machinery, was met almost simultaneously with transla-
tion. The up-regulation of the glycolytic genes was the
most delayed response. The expression of only one
high-affinity hexose transporter, HXT7, was decreased in
response to a surplus of glucose, possibly indicating a
preferential use of this particular gene as a response to
sudden changes in the availability of glucose. HXT7 was
previously reported as having the highest affinity for glu-
cose [31] and being the high affinity transporter, whose
repression was not mediated through Mig1p [32]. The
selective down-regulation of this gene might be an indi-
cator of a Mig1p-independent transient response to
changes in the extracellular availability of glucose. Inter-
estingly, the expression levels of the genes involved with
central carbon metabolism were significantly affected by
the impulse-like addition of ammonium. This might
have resulted from the cross-pathway regulation of car-
bon and nitrogen metabolisms in yeast through com-
mon transcription factors including the HAP complex.
In fact, dynamic regulatory analysis identified Hap2p as
the sole common transcriptional regulator of the
response to either one of the two different nutritional
perturbations. The down-regulation of the expression of
glycolytic genes could indicate that the yeast might actu-
ally perceive the relief from ammonium limitation as a
release from an environment of excess glucose, possibly
explaining this combinatorial change as a relief actually
from carbon catabolite repression in addition to being
subjected to nitrogen catabolite repression.
Dynamic regulatory analysis was able to reveal diver-

gence patterns in the temporal profiles of gene expres-
sion on the basis of cellular component and

Table 4 GO biological process terms of modules with top
10 highest detection parameters

GO terms dp

P module

ribosome biogenesis 0.0650

Transcription 0.0231

regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 0.0172

Transport 0.0135

rRNA metabolic process 0.0135

regulation of translation 0.0125

Translation 0.0110

rRNA processing 0.0077

Cell cycle 0.0038

M module

transport 0.0292

protein transport 0.0086

cellular response to heat 0.0079

oxidation reduction 0.0048

regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 0.0032

ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process 0.0031

Transcription 0.0029

Translation 0.0026

S module

Translation 0.1253

Transport 0.0745

regulation of translation 0.0369

regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 0.0331

Transcription 0.0262

protein transport 0.0199

Cell cycle 0.0172

DNA repair 0.0146

Glycolysis 0.0123

chromatin modification 0.0102

D module

Transport 0.0548

regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 0.0259

protein transport 0.0182

Transcription 0.0169

ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process 0.0102

protein amino acid phosphorylation 0.0098

regulation of translation 0.0094

vesicle-mediated transport 0.0083

Translation 0.0055
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localization criteria, specifically highlighting different
patterns for microtubule-associated complex, endoplas-
mic reticulum and the proteasome complex as a
response to carbon catabolite repression. The presence
of a relationship between the expression levels of the
genes associated with retrograde transport and aerobic
respiration as well as the G1-specific transcription in
the mitotic cell cycle could be identified although the
detailed mechanics and the identification of common
transcription factors regulating these processes require
further investigation.
Dynamic correlated network analysis revealed that

yeast ’s response to nitrogen catabolite repression
could be represented as a single global module, but as
four complementary and interacting modules in charge
of growth, energy, transport/trafficking, and cellular
proliferation in response to carbon catabolite repres-
sion. The interactions among the modules were regu-
lated by inter-modular transcription factors.
Specifically, the regulation of cellular trafficking and
transport acted as a bridge in the regulation of energy
and growth metabolisms. The down-regulation in the
expression of a set of unknown genes as a response to
growth-inducing perturbations requires further investi-
gation from an evolutionary perspective as these genes
might be candidates in phenotypic analysis studies for
the determination of haploinsufficiency or complex
haploinsufficiency.
The present study revealed the importance of long-

term analysis of the response to the relaxation from
nutritional deprivation to understand the molecular
basis of the dynamic behaviour of the cells. A further
detailed systems-based study that integrates additional
levels of functional genomics analyses may provide
further information on the dynamic re-organization of
yeast cells to changing environmental conditions.

Methods
Strain and Growth Conditions
Wild type BY4743 (MATa/MATa his3Δ/his3Δ leu2Δ/
leu2Δ LYS2/lys2Δ MET15/met15Δ ura3Δ/ura3Δ; [33])
was cultivated in 2L fermenters (Applikon®) with 1L
working volume under aerobic conditions in glucose-
or ammonium-limited F1 media [34] in chemostat
mode at a dilution rate of 0.1hr-1. Temperature and
pH were controlled to 30°C and pH 4.5, respectively.
Fermenters were stirred at 800 rpm which, together
with constant air flow at a rate of 0.1 vvm, provided
dissolved oxygen at ≥ 80% dO2 saturation at all times
during cultivation.

Pulse injections and sampling
The fermentation lasted approximately 150 hours until
the end of time-series sample collection following the

impulse-like disturbance. After the chemostat had spent
> 5 residence times at steady state, the limiting nutrient
was injected into the fermentation broth aseptically to
provide non-limited F1 Medium concentrations for that
nutrient. 50 ml of 40% (w/v) glucose or 50 ml of 6.26%
(w/v) (NH4)2SO4 were sufficient to provide 2% (w/v) glu-
cose and 0.313% (w/v) (NH4)2SO4 concentrations in the
growth media. NH4OH was discarded as a choice of
nutrient owing to the strong base characteristic of the
hydroxide ion, which would impose pH stress in the
environment. It should also be noted that, since these
were ammonium-limited chemostat cultures, sulphate
was already in excess. Control experiments in batch cul-
ture (data not shown) have indicated that, following the
ammonium impulse, phosphate (not sulphate or glucose)
would become the growth-limiting nutrient. The mixing
of the pulse injection was complete within milliseconds.
Duplicate samples were collected at steady state prior to
the impulse and as soon as the nutrient was injected, 3
samples were collected at the 20th, 40th and 60th seconds,
4 more samples were taken with 5-minute intervals
within the first 20 minutes. Hourly samples were col-
lected for five hours, and another sample was taken two
hours after the last hourly sample. At that point, > 95%
of the fermentation broth had been replaced with fresh
medium, either by means of sampling or due to the nat-
ure of continuous cultivation. After the 210th hour, when
the chemostat had spent more than 5 residence times at
steady state after the impulse disturbance, duplicate sam-
ples were collected at the second steady state. The gen-
eral time scheme of the fermentation could be defined as
follows: ca. 50 hours after inoculation were allowed in
order to attain steady-state conditions, 50 hours was
spent at steady state before sample collection, the
impulse was introduced, and ca. 50 hours to regain the
steady state (dynamic sampling was carried out during
this period) -50 hours was allowed at the second steady
state before sample collection (Figure 7).
Samples for transcriptome analyses were collected at

all time points. Biomass concentration was determined
gravimetrically.

Sampling for transcriptome analysis, RNA isolation and
transcriptome analysis
A culture sample (20 ml) was centrifuged at 4000 rpm
for 3 min. Most of the supernatant was discarded, allow-
ing re-suspension of cells in a small volume of growth
medium. The cell suspension was released into liquid
nitrogen and stored at -80°C until RNA isolation. Total
RNA was isolated as described by [35]. Total RNA was
qualitatively assessed on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser
(Agilent Technologies) and quantified using Nanodrop
ultra-low-volume spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Tech-
nologies). cDNA was synthesised, and double-stranded
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cDNA was retrieved from ca.15 μg of total RNA as
described in the Affymetrix GeneChip® Expression Ana-
lysis Technical Manual, using appropriate kits. cDNA
was checked for quality using the Agilent 2100 Bioanaly-
ser and was quantified using Nanodrop. Biotin-labelled
cRNA was synthesized and was purified using clean up
kits and it was quantified using the Nanodrop spectro-
photometer before hybridization. Hybridization and
loading onto Affymetrix Yeast2 arrays were carried out
as described in the GeneChip® Expression Analysis
Technical Manual. The chips were then loaded into a
fluidics station for washing and staining using Microar-
ray Suite 5 with EukGe W S2v4 programme. Lastly, the
chips were loaded onto the Agilent GeneArray scanner
2500 and another quality check was performed using
Microarray Suite 5 [36].

Microarray data acquisition and analysis
The raw data files were assessed with dChip software for
outliers at the array level as well as at the probe-set level
[37]. Different nutritional conditions (glucose and
ammonium pulse experiments) were treated as different
sets and were assessed for their quality control sepa-
rately. RMA Express software was then used to normal-
ize the data, again as two separate data sets [38]. The
data was log2 transformed prior to analysis. In compli-
ance with MIAME guidelines [39], the microarray data
from this study has been submitted to ArrayExpress at
the European Bioinformatics Institute under accession
number [E-MTAB-643].
In order to identify transcripts whose expression signif-

icantly differed from steady-state levels following the
nutrient pulse [40,41], the software package EDGE [42]
was used. The ‘within-class’ analysis carried out by EDGE

was used to look for any differential expression over time
within a single group. A significance measure was then
assigned to the transcript level of each gene via the Q-
value methodology, using the Benjamini-Hochberg cor-
rection for the calculation of false-discovery rates. Micro-
soft Excel Built-In commands were used to calculate the
Pearson correlation coefficients of the transcriptome at
the first steady state and the rest of the sampling times.
All p-values were corrected for the false-positives intro-
duced by the multiple testing presented by many time
points using Bonferroni correction and 10-3 was selected
as the cut-off threshold for p-values. GeneCluster 2.0
[43] was used for clustering of significant transcripts via
self-organizing maps and Hierarchical Clustering
Explorer (HCE) 3.0 [44] was used for hierarchical cluster-
ing purposes. The significantly enriched functional cate-
gories and the process ontology terms of the genes falling
into the same cluster were determined by Saccharomyces
Genome Database GO Term Finder tool [45] or AmiGO
Term Finder tool [46]. The threshold p-value was
selected as 10-3. Transcription factors (TF) were taken
from two sources TRANSFAC Professional Gene Tran-
scription Factor Database [47] and YEASTRACT [48]
and TFs that are common in both databases were consid-
ered in further analyses.

Dynamic Regulatory Events Miner analysis
Bifurcation points were determined using a hidden-
input/hidden-output Markov model based software,
DREM - The Dynamic Regulatory Events Miner as
described by the authors [25]. Different nutritional per-
turbations, where glucose and ammonium sulphate were
introduced into their corresponding limited cultures,
were analyzed independently. The chromatin immuno-
precipitation experiments (chip-CHIP experiments)
from which the TF-gene interactions were acquired
were garnered from [49,50].

Negative-Positive Network Analysis
The Negative-Positive (NP) Network was constructed as
described by [26]. The protein-protein and the protein-
DNA interactome for Saccharomyces cerevisiae was
obtained from the compilation available in the
MATISSE software [51]. A total of 5539 genes for
which both expression and interaction data was available
were considered for analysis. The threshold for the Pear-
son correlation coefficient (PCC) was selected as |PCC|
≥ 0.7. Following network reduction, Hierarchical Clus-
tering Explorer (HCE) 3.0 [37] was used for module
identification. The largest possible modules with less
than 1% intra-cluster anti-correlated links were manually
dissected. MATLAB7.0 (R2006b) (The MathWorks Inc.)
and Python 2.6 (Python Software Foundation) were uti-
lized for computational purposes.

Figure 7 General Scheme of Fermentation. Following the
inoculation of the fermentation medium, ca. 5 residence times
elapsed before the culture reached steady state and 5 residence
times were spent at steady state prior to sampling. Following the
impulse, the fermentation medium is first diluted and then
recovered in ca. 50 hours. The second steady sample was collected
after the chemostat spent 5 residence times at steady state.
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Biological meaning was assigned in terms of Gene
Ontology through the use of a devised detection para-
meter (dp);

dp =
(n
t

)2

where n was the number of genes associated with the
GO term and t was the total number of genes in the
module. A GO term was used iff dp > (0.05/g) where g
was the total number of GO terms associated with all
the genes in a module [29]. GO Slim terms were also
used in conjunction with dp. The definition of the inter-
face and the core members were also adapted from [29].
The date and the party hubs were determined based

on the average PCC values of the nodes. Average PCC
(AvgPCC) value of a node was defined as the arithmetic
average of all PCC values with its neighbors:

AvgPCCm =

n∑
i
PCC (m, i)

n

The hubs were defined such that, if:
∣∣AvgPCCm

∣∣ > 0.1 ⇒ ”partyhub”∣∣AvgPCCm
∣∣ < 0.1 ⇒ ”datehub”

Additional material

Additional file 1: Analysis of the transcriptome in response to
glucose impulse. The file contains data on the dynamic changes in
gene expression levels across the genome, the subset of genes with a
significant change in their expression, and the self-organizing maps
clustering of the dynamic profiles.

Additional file 2: Clustering of the differentially expressed genes in
response to glucose impulse. The file contains the significantly
associated process GO terms (if such exist) for the clusters of genes
responsive to glucose impulse, as determined via self-organizing maps.

Additional file 3: Analysis of the transcriptome in response to
ammonium impulse. The file contains data on the dynamic changes in
gene expression levels across the genome, the subset of genes with a
significant change in their expressions, and the self-organizing maps
clustering of the dynamic profiles.

Additional file 4: Clustering of the differentially expressed genes in
response to ammonium impulse. The file contains the significantly
associated process GO terms (if such exist) for the clusters of genes
responsive to ammonium impulse, as determined via self-organizing
maps.

Additional file 5: Negative-Positive network analysis. The file contains
the reference protein-protein interaction network, the reduced networks
for both the glucose and ammonium impulse cases, and the list of
modules and hubs in the networks.
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